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[57] ABSTRACT

There is disclosed a method of making autostereo-
graphic images of an object, comprising the steps of
inputting to a computer a predetermined number of
planar images of the object, each of the planar images
being a view of the object, from one of the predeter-
mined number of different viewpoints; interleaving the
predetermined number of planar images in the com-
puter; and printing the interleaved images with a high-
resolution output imaging device on a spacer' a selected

edge of each interleaved image being aligned with a

predetermined direction on the spacer.

Aiso disclosed is an apparatus for making autostereo-
graphic images of an object, comprising a device for
generating a predetermined number of planar images of
the object, each planar image being a view of the object
from one of the predetermined number of different
viewpoints; a computer' the computer interleaving the

predetermined number of planar images; and a high-
resolution output imaging device, the output imaging
device being in communication with the computer, for
printing the interleaved images on a transparent spacer

with selected edges of the images being aligned with a

predetermined direction.

Also disclosed is an autostereograph, comprising a

transparent spacer; a predetermined number of planar

images, the planar images being views of an object from
the predetermined number of different viewpoints and

being interleaved in strips and printed on a side of the

spacer; and a device for viewing predetermined ones of
the strips according to an observation position, the

viewing means being disposed on the opposite side of
the spacer.

45 Claims,3 Drawing Sheets
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Strips 11-1 thru 11-5 offive different 2D or planar views

COMPUTER'GENERATED are 
-interleaved 

in FIG' 1' The position of the eye 14

AUTOSTEREOGRAPHY ME'IHOD AND determines what view the observer sees, five eye posi-

APPARATUS tions 1rl-1 thru 1&5 being shown, and in this way a truly
5 spatial image, i.e., one which gradually shows its right

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets f I appears in the side when the observer moves leftward and its left side

orieinal patent but forms no Part of t\is reissue specifica- when the observer moves rightward' can be perceived'

tion; matter printed in itdics indicates the additions made Such a spatial image is sometimes called an autostereo-

by reissue. gtu111 *hen more than two different views of the object
l0 are interleaved to distinguish it from a binocular or

BACKGROTIND stereoscopic image.

The present invention relates to three-dimensional Many 3D photographers today use Bonnet-style cam-

imaging and more particularly to autostereoscopic im- eras which include barrier strips' In these devices it is

Threedimensional (3D) imagrng relies on the human 15 views' In a one-step dedicated process' they photograph

ability to receive two dlsimiiar"i-"g"t of the same a scene' and the barrier strip is immediately imposed on

oUjeci si-ufta"eously and thus percJive depth. The the film during processing in the cam€ra' The images

imlge projections foistereo or binocular viewing have produced have a predetermined spatial frequency (also

not"changed since Euclid's description in 280 A'D'; -^ ieferred to as pitch' in lines per inch) and can only be

howeveriechnologic and photographic advances have 20 magrrified proiortionally' As a result' images that are

made it easier to produce the two images that stimulate reduced or magnified may appear too fine or too coarse'

the eye's binocular parallax and convergence cues. The Using a two-step combining process expands the pho-
power and flexibitity of computer graphic tools and togripher's flexibility to magnify or crop images'.For
iechniques facilitates the creation of stereoscopic im- 

^. example, a J6quier-type projection system uses a given
ages. /) number ofdifferent negatives ofan object scene, previ-

The stereoscope was developed in the 1800's by ously photographed on negative film from that number
Niepce, Wheatstone, Brewster and Holmes, but major of different loiitions. Each negative is inserted, in se-

achievements in and public awareness of 3D imagrng quence, in a movable stage that slides left and right; the
did not occur until the 1900's. Stereocameras that pro- .^ .""o.Ji"g hlm and barri; strip move accordingly. The
duced binocular picture information were developld: " ,rr*- tius splits an image intb vertical columns, inter-
some of which are still available today, and related i:;; d;; and records-them on film.
technologies evolved from Kennedy, Kanolt, Lipp- -;ilil;i;era-combining 

process is the Cunnally
mann and Ives. The technologies explored were the 

".;;;;; svstem which uses a movable barrier strip
parallax barrier, chromolinoscoPe, panoramagtTl 

111 ,. i"i,ir-iir" resi of the system remaining srationary. The
integral fly's-eye and lenticular photography. pV.tne " i'r-i*'.ri" Loves L/n-th the distance between tarri..
mid 1900's anoglyphic and polarized 3D movies .had ffi;i# i.; each of the n slides to be interleaved. The

ffi11"..i,",:',:'io;n?Tl#lifr! ffi tiuft[i liT.if.{tiT5.1h'1,'ily***:f ;' *ffi::.'l :
world in autostereographic television ana tentiluj;;; 

* ;;$ffi;is auached to the table with springJoaded-
sheet 3D pictures. Advancements to lenticula:
imaging were made by scientists v*utn'"io""i""' 

-* 
pi"' A micrometer is used to control the movement of

Bonnet and winnek, and by industries, including i-ali- ii'e, uarrier strip with a precision up to 1'l00o-th of an

man Kodak and Japan's Toppan and Dai-Nippon print- 1n9l'

ing companies 
ruPPdr 4,u vq-rlrvv 

Yet another image combining process in which a

Oneformofstereography,basedonparallaxbarriers, 45 carnera combines the images is the Illusion projection

is carried out in the chromolinoscope and p-o'tti* system which photographs n different scenes off a CRT

gram that are described in U.S. Pat. Nos' OeO,ii ia screen' The lens and the CRT monitor move n propor-

725,567, and in H. E. Ives, "The Chromofi'ot"tp" tional distances left and right; the film and barrier strip

Revived," J. oct. Soc. Amer. 20, pp. 343-35iii;i remain frxed' This process splits each image into verti-

1930) and H. E. Ives, "A Camera for Making p"tuff* 59 cal columns' interleaves them' and records them on

Panoramagrams," J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 17, p;. $5439 film'

@ec. 1928). Other forms of stereography ".. 
a"t";U"O Ott'"t camera-based methods and apparatus for mak-

in B. J6quier, "Some Si-pl" M"int'oi n""fi'i'u SD ing 3D images are disclosed in U'S' Pat' Nos l'6oo'291;

lmages with Standara vtateria in Diverse fi.iEt-of +'igO'csa;c's57'954;4'481'050; 4'158'501 andl'260'682'

Medicine, Industry and Research," Proceedingt Litf" 55 and in R' P' Guzik' "Current Technology in 3-D Elec-

SPIE No. N2/37,Geneva (1933); S. H. Kaplan, '-'The- t1o1-c -!isl!vs"' 
Electronic Imaging '88' Anaheim'

ory of Paraltax Barriers," J.Sr,igfe 59, No. 7, pp' 9-?tif .(M?I'.i,0' 1988)' A' Ortonv' "A Svstem for Stereo

1l-21 (July 1952), and T. Okoshi, Three-Dimensional Viewing"'The Computer Journal vol' 14' no' 2' pp'

Imaging iechniques, Academic Press, New York 140-144 (May l97l)'
(1976). 60 The inaccuracies and inflexibilities associated with

As illustrated in FIG. 1, the parallax barrier or barrier the camera-combining techniques have' however' been

strip method cuts a predeterrrined number of diflerent a constant source of problems' Cameras are subject to

views of an object into vertical columns (oriented per- geometric changes with temperature and humidity'

pendicular to the plane oiifr" fig"t.), interleaves-the exposure problems and color balance problem's' The

columns on a film o. t.-rp"r"r-"y if, -a positions 6s process itself is expensive and slow because of many

them behind the slits of a bafoer strip or line screen 12 processing steps' requires a large 
-physical 

facility for

that is frxed at a predetermined positi,on with respect to lut"tu, darkroom' and so on' and depends upon outside

the film 11, for exrmPle by a transparent spaier 13' assistance for photoprocessing' Furthennore' camera-
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combining autostereography equipment is generally not been found advantageous to generate barrier-strip
very portable, and requires image subjects to be autostereographs by using a computer to sort the differ-
brought to a studio and to be motionless for long peri- ent planar images and record them directly to film. In
ods because of the large formats and small lens aper- this way, the problems attendant to the camera-combin-
tures they require. Because much of the imaging effod 5 ing method are eliminated. Interleaving the planar im-
involved is already computer-based, using a computer ages with a computer greatly increases the versatility of
to do the combining, thereby eliminating the photo- 3D imaging because the planar images may be obtained
graphic process altogether, has important advantages in any manner that can subsequently produce data ma-
for stereography. nipulable by computer. Such planar images may be

SUMMARY 10 frames of real-time or recorded television' positive or
negative transparencies or prints, or even the electronic

In accordance with the present invention, a method data outputs of commercial compute graphics software.
of makiag autostereographic images of an object, com- Such a computer graphics environment that can be
prises the steps of inputting to a computer a predeter- used to produce the planar images for autostereography
mined number of planar images of the object, each of 15 would typically create graphical representations of
the planar images being a view of the object from one of mathematical equations. Once a graphicai model, i.e., a
the predetermined number of different viewpoints; in- simulated object which exists only in the computer, is
terleaving the predetermined number of planar images developed, the model is rendered, i.e., color, lighting,
in the computer; and textures, and SO on are mathematically added, and an

printing the interleaved images with a high-resolution^ 20 appropriate viewing angie and depth information are
output imaging device on a spacer, a selected edge of determined by observing the model on a cRT. To de-
each interleaved image being aligned with a predeter- termine the viewing aigle, the scene is rotated and
mined direction on the sPacer. observed on a CRT monitor until an angle is found that

In another aspect of the present invention, an apqg$- is aesthetically pleasing; then the resulting image is
tus for making autostereographic images of an object, 25 stored for subsequent processing. Ordinarily, that image
comprises means for generating a predetermined num- would be the oni the observer would see when standing
ber of planar images of the object, each planar image directly in front of an autostereograph, i.e., it would be
being a view of the object from one of the predeter- the ceriter image of the interleav-ed i-ug.r.
mined number of different viewpoints; a computer, the To give the illusion of depth, an off-axis perspective
computer interleaving the predetermined number.of 30 projeciion of the image, both left and right about a
planar images; and a high-resolution output imaging ielected center of depth, is then mathematicatly deter-
device, the output imaging device being in communica- mined, and the different offset images are stored in
tion with the computer, for printing the interleaved imagedatafilesinthecomputer.Thecenterofdepthis
images on a transparent spacer with selected edges of u poirrt or detail ofthe object that is perceived as Leing
the images being aligned with a predetermined direc- 35 on the image plane. Otheiobject points and objects wiii
tion. then be perceived as being behind or before the center

In another aspect of the present invention, an autos- of depth, the selection of which is a matter of aesthetic
tereograph, comprises a transparent spacer; a predeter- choice. It will be understood that the degree ofoff-axis
mined number of planar images, the planar images being- projection determines the amount of depih an observer
views of an object from the predetermined number of 4o r".. when viewing the output.
different viewpoints and being interleaved in strips and The off-axis projection ii developed as follow's. Re-
printed on a side of the spacer; and means for viewing ferring to FIG. 1, if a point of the image is to be viewed
predeterminedonesofthestripsaccordingtoanobser- at position (x,y,z) in front of the autostereograph, a
vation position, the viewing means being disposed on position (x,, y,, z,) on the film 11 that will make that
the opposite side of the spacer. 45 projection must be determined. In the Figure, the x-axis

BRIEF DESCRIF 
'ION 

OF THE DRAWINGS is parallel.to the film 11 and in the plane of the Figure,

rhe several features and advantages of the p,..",! ::iil;T[l1i?IJI*':T:,r; H:l],::ffff',1fl'JH'tr
invention will be better understood from a reading of 11 and in the plane of the Figure.
the following detailed descriptior. in conjunction with 50 First, a shear of z by x by i factor of DA, where T
the drawings in which: is the thickness of the spacer 13 and D is the distance

FIG. f illustrates the geometry of barrier-strip 3D between the film position x' and the appropriate slit in
imaging; the barrier strip 11, is done, thus:

FIG. 2 illustrates off-axis projection geometry for
computer-combiningbarrier-stripautostereography; 55 x':x+(D/f)z

FIGS. 3a and 3b illustrate projection geometries for
planar image points in computer-combining and cam- Shear operations zue well-known but not used often in
era-combining barrier-strip autostereography; imaging processing, being one of the four transforma-

FIG. 4 shows an apparatus in accordance with the tions (translation, rotation, scaling and shear) that are
present invention; 6o usually applied to image data. It will be understood that

FIG. 5 shows an autostereograph in accordance with by the phrase, "appropriate slit" is meant that slit
the present invention; and through which the position (x', y', z') in the interleaved

FIG. 6 shows a dot output by a preferred output images will be seen by the observer at x, y, z. This
device. equation is similar to the projection needed for camera-

DETAILED DESCRIPTIoN 6s 
::T!1T-q-c-omputer-generated 

images' except that no
perspective projection factors are included because the

Since the camera-combining process interleaves col- barrier strip itself does a perspective projection fpr the
umns of different 2D or planar views or images, it has viewer at viewing distance VD in the horizontal (x)
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direction. In the vertical (y) direction, a standard per' than those of the interleaved images, e.g.' to compen'

spective projection from viewing distance VD normal sate for film contraction during processing.

to the film 11 is performed: A preferred embodiment of the present invention is

illustrated in FIG. 4 and uses a high-resolution output,:w ' l[1ffi"*,X:#1,,T,?.HT"]!!,."?1",:,#ffiT;
high-quality offset printing. In this way, barrier-strip

and finally: autostereographs can be economically and rapidly mass
Z':O produced.
It will be understood that the number of computa- l0 ^ 

Referrine to FIG. 4, there is shown a block diagram
tionsforcombiningndifferentimagesof an-objectinto of an appiatus l(X) in accordance with the present
a single autostereograph-are dependell on lhe.siz:l t:.1 i""*tio'r, e suitable computer 102 accepts digital in-
the height and width, of the output film 11, the ima_ge ;il-i; *, o. a,l of a keyboard, t actUat or other
resolution of the output device, e.g., in dots per inch. r-" ----:- - '
and the number n of planar images to be interlea;;: ,. i::"1]1ll'-device 104' hard or floppv disks' tape or

once properly projected, the data representin:''l 
r) other memory 106' a video frame digitizer or other

planar images are easity sorted by ,t " "o.pr,.i 
Jl5 tJ,?9':,9-"",':t 108 for converting telJvision or other

written to an output device, with image 1, strip 1t;; ,"11": :'-at-into digital information' and a suitable

placed next to image 2, strip 1, followed uv im"g. gl 'Iig: :"i":r 110 for converting hardcopy' such as

strip 1, etc. on film 11 as illustrated in FIG. 1. 
-"- -' 

,n positive or negative film transparencies or prints or

It will be understood tirat images of simulated objects 
zu 

9the1 images' into digital information for manipulation

from computer graphics enviroiments can also be used by the computer 102' It will be understood that any

in cameracomb-ining methods of autostereography by suitable means for inputting data into the computer 102

displaying each imalge, one by one, on a CRt-ttrat ii may be employed in the apparatus Ifl)' For example' a

then pioiographed. frowever, an additional perspective ,. suitable video digitizer is the model JORGA 32, manu-

pro.leition-muit be added to the off-axis projection de- " factured by Truvision, Inc., Indiana, and a suitable

icribed above. image scanner is the model 6461E Atalyzer Unit, manu-

In accordance with the present invention, the barrier factured by Crosfield Electronics, Inc., Glen Rock, N.J.
strip may also be written by the computer to the output As already described, the computer 102, which may
device in a similar way. The barrier strip, which is ,^ be a model VAX 780 made by Digital Equipment Cor-
similar to a Ronchi grating, typically comprises I ot 2 '" poration or another other suitable computer, manipu-
clear strips followed by n-l or n-2, respectively, black iates the input data to produce an output corresponding
or blocking strips, followed by I or 2 clear strips, etc. to a predetermined number of suitably interleaved pla-
Ordinarily, the duty cycle of the barrier strip 12, i.e., the nar images and a barrier strip. The output of the com-
ratio of its transparent to blocking sections, is ap,proxi- a< DUt€r 101 is then directed to a suitable high-resolution
mately 7/n or 2/n and the distance of the strip fZ f19l " i-ug. printer 112 such as a model 64618-Expose Unit
the film 11, i.e., the thickness of spacer 13, is-partially hs"is"-rr". also manufactured by Crosfield-El".tron-
set, together with the width of the slits, by well-known ics, Inc. The computer 102 may alio output information
diffraction considerations. Pitches of 4O and 60 lines per to a s"it"Ut. CRT monitor 114 that enubl.s the interac-
inch are commonly used for barrier strip autostereg- 

an trve manipulation of data input to the computer 102.
graphs. Selecting the duty cycle of the barrier .adp * - n;--;;Jeld scanner ii particularly iuited for a
involvesasubjectivetradeoff;lowerdutycYcle,blacker hich.;;i;,i"n output imaging device 1I2 in a pre-
barrier strips generally produce sharper 3D_il"r-t"_..i: ffi;-".l;iment of th" iri"rrt invention because,
the expense of reduced image brightness, while.highel *irii" ir-i, -r"f, like a conventional, high-quality, full-
duty cycle strips produce brighter 3D images with less "1-'-," " -'-.
perceivea jumpiness or stepiing or the iirage [j1." 

-, ,"* m Xffi",'j:i,1ffi"tff.,T:t,fJ}:":,oJI.f
observer moves at the expense of reduced thttplTl:f i*5. rr iir. ;;;.r selectively exposes monochromatic
the image objects perceived as being closer to th9,ob; iilrr"".""irr"?rrm with a fixed resolution of 1,000 lines
server. By using the same imaging device and method --':o';'-:,- ''

to produce both the barrier strip and trre interiJavli ott inch' Nevcrtheless' the images in the output of the

images, problems in synchronization of the b"rJ;;;; s0 ::T"1-"-:mprising 
four monochromatic positive hlm

and images are avoided, minimizing moire and 
";;; 

transparencies for each of cyan' magenta' yellow and

a good fit between the barrier strip and tfre irrterielr,'ei black' can consist of square' round or elliptic dots of

images. selectable resolution' For example' each pixel in an

Furthermore, autostereographs produced by the outPut selected to have round dots with 250 dots per

computer-combining method of the Present in.'lrrtion 55 inch-resolution is generated by four passes of the laser'

include barrier strips that typically have the.u-" fi,"f, To. help. obviate any annoying moire interferences

as the interleaved image sirips. Referring to FId. 3a, which might arise during the production of autostereo-

the sum, a, of the widths of one image strif from each oi graphs by the-present method' it has been found that use

the predetermined number of planai images interleaved of the Crosfield scanner in its M1R8 and half-line mode'

on film U, that is also just the width 6f each planar 50 described in more detail below' is desirable' In the

image, is identical to thi sum, a of the widths of one MlR8 mode, the scanner's resolution is approximately

clear slit and one blocking segment of the barrier strip 403 x 300 dots per inch' horizontal by vertical' and in

12. In contrast, autostere;gralhs produced by camera' the halfline mode, each "dot" has the form of a line

combining methods use b-arrier itrips having pitches seglnent whose width is determined by the grey value

finer than the pitches of the planar images, as illustrated 55 of the "dot"'
in FIG. 3b. Ii will be apprlciated, however, that the As an additional measure to avoid moire, the image

present method and apparatus can also produce autos- and barrier strip, which have been described as verti-
iereographs having barrier strips that have pitches finer cally oriented strips and slits, are printed vertically by
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the scanner 112. In this way, the vertical laser scan lines as the CROMOLIN process from E'I' duPont' The

ofthescanner ll2aremorlaccuratelyalignedwiththe output 120 of equipment 116 and the output 122 of
l,ong edges ofthe interleaved image si;ps arrA transpar- process IlE are both autostereographs, however, the

ent-poriions of the barrier stripi Furthermore, tliose equipment 116 enables inexpensive mass production of

"ag"'. -" 
purposefully aligned with the long direction 5 full color 3D images because the manual operation of

of ihe yettow dot or line sJgment output of the scanner' registering the barrier strip and the interleaved images

and thl barrier strip, altho-ugh black, is printed by the can be eliminated. As illustrated in FIG' 5, conventional

scanner with its yeliow outpit channet. ln ttris way' any offset printing equipment can autom-atically print the

observed moire occurs irr the yellow portion of the interleaved images 11 on one side of a thin, e'g', 0'02

image that is less perceptible to a human observer;- 10 inch thick, transparent film 13 such as polyvinyl or
ther-efore, the visual q"uiity of the autostereograph is mylar (in essence any material than can be run through

improved. The yellow dots may be said to defrne a the offset printer) and print the barrier strip 12 on the

preferred direction for autostereographic printing. other side ofthe same film with a very high registration

It will be appreciated that the abovi-described selec- accuracy in a manner that is well known' Registration

tive alignmeni of the interleaved images and barrier 15 of the barrier strip 12 and images 11 involves the careful

strip wiih the yellow dots of the outputprinter 112 has alignment of the long or vertical edges of the images

been described i, t".-s ofa Crosheld scanner for illus- with the long or vertical edges of the transparent por-

tration. Such equipment is used by several commercial tions of the barrier strip 12. Conventional proofing
printers, such as i.P.P. Litho"olor, Inc., Chicago, Ill. processes' such as the CROMOLIN process, produce

bther tlpes of output printers may be employed in an 20 interleaved planar images on a full-color transparency

apparat;; in accordinci with the present invention. For on diffusion material that would be manually laminated

eiample other printers may be internally arranged so to a spacer and the barrier strip transparency from the

that colors othir than yellow define preferred direc- printer 112, for example by use of a light box and a
tions that can be used in the manner described above to frame. Lighting panels for backlighting autostereo-

avoid moire. The selective alignment and the control of 25 graphs are available from Ferro Marketing, Milwaukee'

the dot directions enhances the visual quality of the Wis.
autostereographs produced by the present method, and The Crosfield scanner circumvents several problems

such other printers may also have preferred directions that were found with most common comPuter output

so as to benefit from suitable alignment ofl the images devices; notably, the latter do not have the necessary

and barrier strip. 30 resolution and precision needed to produce high'quality
Autostereogiaphs may be produced in accordance autostereographs. The computer-combining method

with the pro*t invention using various high-resolution typically can project a few hundred or a few thousand

output imaging devices besides the full-color Crosfield image pixels per inch, needing output position accura'

scanner. naeJO, acceptable results are obtained using cies between 0.0001 to 0.0001 of an inch that are cur-

desk-top publishing equipment such as that compatible 35 rently at or beyond the limit of present inexpensive

with the POSfSCnipf computer language format. desk-top publishing equipment. The spatial quantiz:tion
POSTSCRIPT is a registered tiademark of Adobe Sys- of the output image imposed by the limited pixels per

tems, Inc., Palo Alto,-Calif., and one item of such com- inch provided by inexpensive computer output devices,

patible publishing equipment is the Linotronic L30O i.e., fewer pixels printed than available from the com-

iyp.t"tt"r. The L30O typesetter is a monochrome laser 40 puter, causes even more moire patterns (sampling er-

printer which has a maxi-rr- resolution of 25'10 dots rors) when the barrier strip and the film are aligrred'

per inch; autostereographs have been produced operat- To produce an outPut image using a Crosfield scan-

ing the iypo"tt". it tilO dots per inch and printing ner, a predetermined number, n, of different views of a
output on transparency material. subject are rendered and combined with the computer

Images of real and simulated objects that are resident 45 lO2, and the image data files and corresponding barrier

as Oati in computer 102 can be interleaved and com- strip data file are written to a g-track magnetic tape' The

bined with a pOStSCXtPT header that specifies how data on the tape is input to the Crosfield scanner' The

the data is to be processed, e.g., the size of the image, data format used on the tape should be compatible, of
the number of piiels, etc. In order to produce output course, with the Crosfield archiving procedure' De-
pixels having ai-g" of grey values, a POSTSCRIFT 50 tailed information on the Crosfield Magnetic Tape For'
p.og.u- 

"oir"ttt 
&ch Gage pixel to a 4X4 array of mat (A 109) is available from Crosfield Electronics, Inc'

dots with the number of dols printed yielding the de- In general, an image tape is recorded at 6250 bits per

sired variation inch, Group Code Recording method, and is organized
The registration accuracy ol small-scale, lower reso- in four blocks of different length' The image block

lution pri-nting equipment iuch as the Linotronic L300 55 records such things as the tape number; the master di-

can permit thi inierleaved images to be printed on one rectory keeps a record of all archives on the tape; the

side of a transparency materiil and the barrier strip, archive directory keeps a record of one image; the

which is produced in the same way as the interleaved image data block contains the image pixel data'

images, on the other side. Increased moire is typically It should be understood that it is possible to manipu-

shown by the monochromatic autostereographs pro- 60 late directly the scanner's line-screen dot generator,

duced on such equipment, however, because of the however,alargequantityofdataisneeded;therefore,it
spatial samplirrg .ff""tt arising from the discontinuous is somewhat more effrcient that tapes are written in the

(aot-matrix) formation of the output pixels. scanner's standard format using standard procedures'

Returning to FIG. 4, the four coloi separation trans- The accuracy is good enough in this mode, but the

parencies oithe interleaved images and the barrier strip 65 spatial frequency of the dots generated by the scanner

ir*rp*.r,"y or other output oi the output device 112 still has the potential to create moires from interference

may then be used in conventional four-color offset of the resuiting barrier strip with the interleaved planar

printing equipment 116 or a proohng process 118 such images; that is, the number of dots per inch in the output
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of the scanner is not necessarily coincident with the enough so that Pixel-Pixel interpolation calculations' for
number of pixels per inch in the image and barrier strip example 

. 
using a conventional interpolation on each

data files. i{o*"r"t, in producing barrier strip autos- image with computer lO2, zre not necessary'

tereographs, coincidence between two images 1i Uarrier The planar images can be produced--by any suitable

strip 
-and 

an interleaved image) is just whit is desired 5 apparatus-such as a video, movie or still camera moved

which is effectively a spatial impling of ttre dot pattern in an "off-axis perspective prolect" motion' Such mo-

in addition to the samplings doni by- the mere ploduc- tion is equivalent to a "truck" in the motion picture

tion of the interleaved ima'ge and ttre barrier strip. This industry and involves, in essence, aiming the camera at

has the potential of causinivery disturbing moving dot the center of the image subject to generate the central

and line patterns in the fuiA SO image. 10 interleaved image, (e'g', the image producing strips 11-3

Also, as described above, dots are-laid down by the in FIG' l), then moving the camera horizontally' i'e''

scanner at different angles and varying sizes for differ- left and right, without re-centering the image subject' to

ent colors, the interseitions of *hich form a rosette generate the other planar images to be interleaved'

pattern. It should be understood that the angles and Once the planar images are captured and input to the

spacing of the dots have been carefully chosen by the 15 computer 102 or other suitable image processing de-

.i*n.i manufacturers to minimize moires wittr one vice, the images are easily registered by shifting their

another..As illustrated in FIG. 6, a tyPical four color pixels such that a particular subject point common to

scanner such as the Crosfield device in its elliptic dot each image is in the same place, e'g', the center' in the

mode forms images comprising overlapping doti corre- frame. This form of camera motion is needed to obtain

sponding to yeli-ow 30, magerita 32, ciarr 34 and black 20 proper optical perspective in the autostereograph' Al-
SO. ettn-o"gt illustrated foiclarity as being disposed at though it may be easier to move the carnera so as to

mutual angles of 45', the angles beiween thi magenta 32 keep it aimed at the center of the image subject, thus

andcyan5+aot anithey"llo*dot30areactually 15", avoiding a need to do image registration in computer

and the black dot 36 is at an angle of 30" with respect to 102, such motion is a rotation of the subject that only

the magenta or cyan dots. In th; half-line mode, the line 25 approximates the planar images needed for true per-

,"g"rr1, are drawn at the same relative angles as the spective in the autostereograph' The approximation can

elliptic dots. 
- 

be quite abceptable, however it will be understood that

In accordance with the present invention, this moire the few-pixels difference between the perspective im-

problem is ameliorated (1) by using the half-line mode ages and rotation images is often suffrcient to give an

iitr.t..a of the dot g"n"."io.j of thE scanner and (2) by 30 observer a feeling that the autostereographic image is

aligning The columns of images and the barrier strip subtly "wrong"'
p"iAt"I*itt the lines produced in a preferred direction, When the input planar images are produced in a com-

1.g., tire yellow channel of a Crosfreld scanner, of the puter graphics environment, or otherwise mathemati-

hi-gh-resoiution output imaging device 112. Half-line cally generated, a mathematical shear operation, as

-6d. dru*t single iines oi varying width at the same 35 described above, can be used' A shear of the images

angle the dot generator puts dots; hence, sampling or along the x-axis (horizontal in the autostereograph)'
quintizing occirs in only one dimension instead of two. including both the image objects and light sources'

Nevertheless, test autostereographs produced with the produces an autostereograph without unrealistic behav-

CROMOLIN proofing process and with an offset ior of shadows or highlights'
printer showed r.ty fttli moire using transparencies 40 Good 3D results have been obtained in a l3-strip
produced by the Ciosfretd scanner in its e*ptic dot autostereograph comprising a |-inch thick plexiglass

mode. spacer and a barrier strip having a pitch of 403'113 lines

As described above, the aPparatus lfi) illustrated in per inch for an image subject positioned at a viewing
FIG. 4 produces barrier-strip autostereographs, each distance of 50O arbitrary units from the camera or point

comprisingaselectablenumbir,n,of interGavedplanar 45 of view and a horizontal camera motion of r-66 units

imajes ani a barrier strip. Besides generating images in from the center interleaved image position or view-

u 
"otpr.rt". 

graphics 
"n'ri.orr-"rrt 

attd their proPer pro- point. Thus, 13 planar images of the subject were gener-

jections, thJcomputer 102, can advantageously format ated at horizonral positions of -66, -55, -44, -33,
ih. itprt image data. For example, when 13 planar -22, -11,0, 11, 22,33,44, 55 and 66 units' These

imageiareinteileavedtoformun ilxl4inch(horizon- 50 values are dependent on the thickness of the spacer

tal ivertical) autostereograph using the Crosfield out' between the barrier and the film, the pitch of the barrier

put scanner in its M1R8 mode, Lch planar image strip and the number of images interleaved' For exam-

should have a resolution ofabout 338 pixtlsX420O pix- ple, the values are doubled for an autostereograph hav-

els. In the M1RE mode, the scanner produces transpzu- ing a thickness of |-inch and otherwise as just described'

encies having about 4O0 dots per inch resoiution in a 55 When mass producing autostereographs, it has been

horizontal direction and about 3OO dot. per inch resolu- found desirable to use 9 interleaved images, a spacer oT

tion in a vertical direction, Since electronic image frame 0.02 inch thickness and a barrier stnp having a 4O3/9

buffers having resolutions of 1024x1280 pixels are pitch. The viewpoints needed.may of course be deter-

readily commircially available, images in such a buffer mined from the above-described off-axis projection

are optimally formatted as 1050X338 pixels. The com- 60 calculations.
put.i102 would then quadruple the l03G'pixel horizon- In general it has been found that the total horizontal

ial and interchange the horizontal and vertical direc- motion of the camera or viewpoint should be approxi-

tions since it will be recalled that the vertical direction mately i of the viewing distance to the subject' It will
in the autostereograph is selected to be parallel to the be understood that the distance between frames or im-

scandirection,*ti"t isusuallyhorizontai,oftheoutput 65 ages will largely determine the amount of depth that

device 112. In this way, the image's pixels are replicated will be perceived when viewing the autostereograph'

vertically with the reiolution in that airection as large and the spacing of separate viewpoints-is to be adjusted

as possible. The resolutions just discussed are great for the optimum perception of depth' This could possi-
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bly be defined by the traditionat variables used by the pre-lenticulated on one side and the interleaved images

Poiaroid Inter Occular Calculator, for exampie, for would be printed on the other side with the good regis-

determining the parallax for shooting standard stereo- tration available from offset printing equipment. The
scopic pictures with the additional consideration that surface contour for such a lenticulated spacer is well-
this optimum determination is usually assigned to the 5 known and is described, for example, in U.S. Pat. No.
image viewed by each eye from the average, typical, or 4,ffi,297.
desired distance from the final display. This would nor- It will be understood that the present invention in-
mally deflrne the distance between average exposures, cludes all those outPut imaging techniques that produce
for example, images ll-2 ar,d 114 in FIG. 1. See S. transparency or other output suitable for making high-
Kitrosser, "Polaroid Interocular Calculator", Photo- 10 quality autostereographs. For example, new devices are
graphic Science and Technique Section B ofthe Photo- being developed that draw images "continuously", i.e.,
graphic Society of America Journal, Volume 19B. without forming the images in a dot-matrix format such
Number 2, Pages 74-76,May 1953. as the Linotrinic typesetter or in a rosette-like format

The total parallax should not exceed comfortable such as the Crosheld scanner. The outputs of such de-
hyperstereoscopic viewing for the normal interpupilary 15 vices, corresponding to the four color ieparation trans-
viewing distance, and the images should be prodrrced parencies produceJby the Crosfield imaging device,
from viewpoints equally spaced within that range-. Even would be presented to an offset printer and icanned into
though this optimization is sought, there is enough flexi- that indusiry just as positiv. prin* and images are to-
bilily in the systems described herein to compensate for dav.
non-optimal spacing while still rendering-acceptable 20 in addition, other techniques for forming full-color
images. It will be understood that interleavinC u Cr,2::r, images as *eli as printing t""hrriq.r", such as-web print-
number of images produces a greate.r depth ol field for ;-:'---------^ ,

the subject of ne autostereogr:aph. 
" ^:- ;lfl,,:r}ff J,TiT',;,j;i11f ,#t#:#itt"l,n:

Furthermore, it has been found that about 1 {:1. ". ii^Sl;,.-ii;.1506,974, herein incorporated by refer-

rance, is a shear varue that sives good '"*1,' r"'._F: 
"' 

:T?*Xlb;XffiftlTfr#lt#:T#3ffi.H:
outerrnost images. Thus, for 13 planar images and a il;.-";:;to reduce moire effects it should be nec-
]-inch spacer, shear values of -0.132, -0.11, -0.08E' 

--o'-- ----r--:- -

-0.066, -0.044, -0.022,0.0, 0.022, 0.044,0.066, 6:6;;: ::t:1Y-:l]v^-t-align 
the barrier strip or lenticulation in

0. l t and 0.132 are suitable. using the i-ir,"t, spa"".,"iir-J , ll".ll::'l:n 
perpendicular to the color lines described

full-color interleaved image transpar"ncy produci i.r 
-" 

ii 11t, 
incorporated patent produced from the inter-

slample, by the cRoMoLIN process *^ -"r,-*iiy !1"^1.':lt^:.strips' 
Such colored lines formed on a

attached to the spacer with a suitable 
"airesire. 

Tir'e monochromatic transparency frlm' which would give

barrier strip transparency was similady uro"rr"J ln l1t-"p-p.t"tT".t 
of a conventional shadow mask' can also

registration to the opposite side of the spacer. 35 be produced by a Crosfield scanner or other high-reso-

In addition, it has been found that thi viewing dis- lution output imagrng device'

tance may normally be roughly 2-3 times ttre wiittr of The present description and drawings are intended

the autostereograph, althotfifriiris is not critical. 
- 

only to be illustrative' and one ofordinary skill in the art

In producing the images fir autostereographs, it will will recognize that various modifications could be made

be aipreciateJ tirut tti images may adlantageously 46 without departing from the spirit or scope of the present

include approximately 2-4 piiels of motion in-tle far invention that is to be limited only by the following

foreground of adjacent planar images, depending on the cl1i1s' . .

.ru-l". of interliaved images analteir pixel reslolution, what is claimed is:

so that the discontinuitiesLtween the images in adja- l'-A method of making autostereographic images of
cent image strips will be less perceptible as jimpin.tiin +s an.objecj' comprising the steps of:

the autoJtereograph. If the image subject has high-fre' inputting to a computer a predetermined number of
quency informlation in the far loreground, i.e., 

-abrupt planar images of the object' each of the planar

surfacl depth changes, less pixel iotion is desirabL. images being a view of the otject from one of the

Subjects having loi-frequet cy information in the far predetermined number of different viewpoints;

foreground, i.i smooth surfaces, give better results 50 interleaving the predetermined number of planar

with-more pixel motion. - images in the computer;

It will also be appreciated that the usual image pro- printing the interleaved images with a high-resolution

cessing aspect ratio considerations should be 
"ptti"a 

io output imaging device on a spacer, a selected edge

tigirt Jf tll horizontal and vertical pixel densities of the of each interleaved image being aligned with a

oitput imaging device, the interleiving of images, the 55 predetermined printing direction;
pixil shape oith. CRT used, the pixel shape of any generating a barrier strip; and

graphics ioftware used, etc. positioning the barrier strip in a spaced relationship
- elthough the foregoing description of mass produc- with the spacer and in a registration relationship

tion ofautostereographs using conventional offset print- with the spacer.

ing equipment is iasi in terms of barrier-strip tlpe im- 60 2. The method of claim 1, wherein the spacer is trans-

agis, it will be appreciated that the advantages of the parent and the step of generating a barrier striP com-
piesent method and apparatus can aiso be used in pro- prises generating the barrier strip in the computer and

ducing lenticular-sheei autostereographs. Lenticular- the step ofpositioning the barrier strip comprises print-
sheet iutostereographs replace the barrier strip with a ing the barrier strip with the high-resolution output
linear array of suitaUty sized cylindrical lenses. Rather, 65 imaging device, the barrier strip being printed on the

than feeding flat material to the offset equipment and opposite side of the spacer and in a predetermined rela-
printing thi interleaved images on one side and the tionship to the interleaved images and being afigned

barrier strip on the other, the material could easily be with the predetermined direction.
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3. The method of claim 1, wherein the high-resolu- 14. A method of making autostereographs using a

tion output imag.ng device has a preferred printing digital computer and a high-resolution printer having a

direction, ana wlerein the predetermined priniing di- preferred printing direction comprising the steps of:

rection is the preferred priniing direction. storing an image of an object in the computer;

4. The method of claim 3, whlerein the spacer is trans- 5 generating a predetermined number of off-axis per-

parent and the steP of generating a barrier strip com- spective projection images of the object from the

irises generating tire baker strip in the compuier and stored image;

ifr" .t"p of positi-oning the barriei strip comprises print- interleaving the projection images;

ing the bailer striiwith the high-resoluiion output -- orientingtheinterleavedimagesinaccordancewith
d"gg device, the barrier strip Seing printed o, ih. t0 the preferred printing direction;

opposiL side of the spacer and in a p.eAete.-ined rela- Pf i"9, the interleaved images on a transparent

tionship to the interleaved images and being aligned :!i::lyth the high-resolution printer;

witir tfre preferred printing direction. " generating a barrier strip; and

5. An apparatus for making autostereographic images .. p",t]':iT-:he barrier strip with respect to the spacerEE!vv!v'YvEr-'-- ------- 15 in a registered relationship with the Printed' inter-
oI an ooJecl, compnsrng:

means for generating a predetermined number of - -leaved 
im3ees'

planar images of the object, 
"""t 

pt*u. i-uj" 15' The method of clzim 14' wherein the computer

being a view of the object from one of a p."J.iJt- generates the barrier strip and the positioning step in-

mined number of different viewpoints; cludes the steP of printing the barrier strip on the trans-

a computer, the computer interleaving the predeter- " '*rl?',;::;;;f;:;ry;:;:rtril:);;:";ff!ilrr*rt",mined number of planar images; and 
obiect, comprising the $e;s of:

a high-resolution output imaging device, the output, --'i--' --."-''-'
i-"ge device being in c-omlunic*1.. *,+,:l!; *;,::':"t,;:;;'#i;:':r;:,':l::;tr#:'r,:*:in;{
computer and having a preferred printing 9I::' ,, 'b:;;;; ;;;; oi the oiject fro^ i* oi the predeier-
tion, for printing the interleaved images on a trans' -- ii"Zipt"rolfb of difjereit viewpoints;
parent spacer with selected edges of the images ni-ri"ifii rn, priaetir-ired plirality of planar im-
being aligned with the preferred printing direction. isii ir-\h, ,o^prrrr;

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the high-resolu- piiis thte inteieaved images with a high-resolution
tion output imaging device prints a barrier strip in a ,O ' i"rp'", imagtng device, a ilected edge if each inter-
registered relationship to the interleaved images. the kaved imigibeing aligned with i piedetermined
barrier strip being printed on the opposite side of the pintins direction;
spacer and aligned with the preferred printing direc- ptacing tie printed interleaved images on one side of att?'*. 

apparatus of claim 5, wherein the generating 35 ,r'Jifl,lli'X',i!"ii7i"iiir* ,, the spacer in a registra-
means inputs to the computer images of at least one of tion relailonship with the interleived images on the
real and imaginary objects. opposite side ofthe transparent spacer.

8. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the generating 17. The method of claim 16, wherein the interleaved
means stores a planar image of the object and the com' images are pinted with the high-resolution output imaging
puter generates a predetermined number of off-axis n device o, i tporrr.
perspective projection images ofthe object. 18. The method of claim 16, wherein the interleaved

9. An autostereograph comprising: images are pinted on a yansparent sheet, and the trans-
a transparent spacer; parent sheet is laminated onto the spacer.
a predetermined number of computer-generated pla- 19. The method of claim 16, wherein the high-resolution

nar images, the planar images being views of an 45 output imaging device has a prefened pinting direction,
object from a predetermined number of different and wherein the predetermined pinting direction is the
viewpoints and being interleaved in strips and prefened pinting directiotl
printed in alignment with a preferred printing di- 20. An autostereograph comprising:
rection on a side of the spacer; and a ffansparent spacer;

means for viewing predetermined ones of the strips 59 a predetermined plurality of planar images, the planar
according to an observation position, the viewing images having been interleaved in stips in a com-
means being disposed in a registered relationship to puter, and pinted in alignment with a preferred pint-
the strips on the opposite side of the spacer. ing direction; and

10. The autostereograph of claim 9, wherein the means for viewing predetermined ones of the strips ac'
viewing means is a barrier strip, the barrier strip having 55 cording to the observation position, the viewing means
alternating transparent and blocking linear portions and being dbposed in a registered relationship to the intel'
being printed on the side of the spacer opposite to the leaved planar images on the opposite side of the

side on which the strips are printed with the linear spacer.
portions being substantially aligned with the strips. 21. The autostereograPh of claim 20, wherein the planar

11. The autostereograph of claim 10, wherein the @ images ore computer-generated planar imoges.

spacer is substantially 0.02 inches thick. 22. The autostereograph ofclaim 20, wherein the viewing

12. The autostereograph of claim 9, wherein the pla- means is a barrier stiP Pinted on the side of the spacer

nar images are printed in full color. opposite to the side of the spacer having the interleaved
13. The autostereograph of claim 9, wherein the planar images pinted thereon

viewing means is a lenticulation of the side of the spacer 55 23. The autostereograph of claim 20' wherein the viewing

opposiG to the side on which the strips are printed, the means is a lenticular sheet mounted on the side of the

lenticulation comprising a plurality ofcylindrical lenses spacer opposite to the side of the spacer having the inter'
substantially aligned with the strips. leaved planar images printed thereon.
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24. The autostereograPh of claim 23, wherein the lentic- 36. The method of claim 34, wherein the composite

ular sheet comprises cylindrical lenses substantially image is printed with the high-resolution imaging device on

aligned with the interleaied planar tmages. a transParent sheet, and the transparent sheet is lominated

25. The autostereograph ofclaim 23, wherein the trans- onto a spacer'

parent spacer * intelrai with the lenticular sheet- 5 37' An apparatus for making autostereographic images
' 

26. fhe autostereigraph of claim 23, wherein the trans- of an object' compising:

parent spacer is not integrai with the lenticular sheet. (a) means for providlng within a computer a predeter'

27. A method of making autostereogrophic images of an mined plurality of planar images of the obiect' each

object, compising the steps of: planar image being a view of the object from one of the

(a) providing within a com;urcr a predetermined plural- lo 
.. 

predetermined plurality of different viewpoints;

iry of planar images of the object, each of tn, ilori, (b) a.computerfor interleaving the Predetermined plu-

images being a view of the obiect from or'" o7 o- pr"i"- , .*li? of planar images to form a composite image;

termined plurality of dffirent viewpoints; Q) a high-resolution output imaging device in communi-

(b) interleaving the predetermined plurality of planar . - cation with the computer for printing the composite

images in the computer to form a composite i^'irrl' ts 
',y:f' :l:-**rleaved 

images forming the composite

(c) pinting the composite images wth o ntsnuooi,:,L, i::1:-?'::9 aligned in a predetermined printing di-

ourprt imaging dbvfce. the ilanar imagei forming rhe , :'n'o"'-::o
composite image being aligned with a predeterii,r'ri '4-:.f::::^Fr 

providing a viewing means aligned in

printing direction; and said predetermined printing direction in registration

(d) proviiing a viewing means positioned suc,h tny ,, 11?0 ,;';l:";:r::,:,:j:';;!,Xt; wherein the high_resotu_
aligned in the predetermined printing diryctiyn ty ,i;r-;;;;;;i;iging divice pnfis the interleaved images on
regbtration with the composite image, whereby a.n i-ir"Jrrrir'ilrrr"r.
autostereographic image is seen when the composite - 

3;.-'fh;,; ;p;rratus of claim 3g, wherein satd viewtng
image is viewed through the viewing means. 25 means is a linticular iheet mounted on the transpareit

28. The method of cloim 27, wherein the composite sDocer.
image is printed with the high-resolution output imaging ' 

40. The apparatus of claim 39, wherein said lenticular
device on o spacer. sheet is posiiiined on said transparent spacer on the side of

29. The method of claim 27, wherein the viewing means the traisparent spacer oppositi to said printed composite
is a lenticular sheet 30 imase.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein the lenticular sheet i. fne apparatus of claim 38, wherein said viewing
b mounted on a transparent spacer affixed to the spacer. means is a ienticular iheet integral with the transparent

31. The method of claim 27, wherein the viewing means spacer.
comprises bonier strips. 42. The apparatus of claim 37, wherein ntd high-resolu-

32. The method of claim 31, wherein said barier stiPs 35 ion output imaging device has a prefened printing direc-
are pinted on said spacer. don, and wherein said predetermined pinting direction is

33. The method of claim 27, wherein the composite said preferred pinting direction.
image is pinted with the high-resolution imaging device on 43. The apparatus of claim 37, wherein said viewing
a transParent sheet, and the transParent sheet b laminated means comprises banier strips.
onto a spacer. 40 44. The apparatus of claim 43, wherein the composite

34. The method of claim 27, wherein the high-resolution image is printed on a transparent sPacer.

output imaging device has a prefened pinting direction, 45. The apparatus of claim 44, wherein said barrier
and wherein the predetermined pinting direction is the stips are printed on the transParent sPacer on the side

preferred printing direction. opposite to said printed comPosite image, said borrier strips
35. The method of cloim 34, wherein the composite 45 being aligned in said prefened printing direction in regis-

image is pinted with the high-resolution output imaging tration with said interleaved images.

device on a spacer.
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